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These notes are based on textbooks by White [15], Çengel & al.[18], Munson & al.[19], and de Nevers [12].

Except otherwise indicated, we assume that:

Fluids are Newtonian

The atmosphere has patm. = 1 bar; �atm. = 1,225 kgm
−3; Tatm. = 11,3

◦
C; �atm. = 1,5 ⋅ 10

−5
Pa s

Air behaves as a perfect gas: Rair=287 J kg−1 K−1; air=1,4; cp air=1 005 J kg−1 K−1; cv air=718 J kg−1 K−1

Liquid water is incompressible: �water = 1 000 kgm−3, cp water = 4 180 J kg
−1
K
−1

4.1 Pressure in a static Wuid

A small water container whose geometry is described in Vg. 4.7 is Vlled with water. What
is the pressure at the bottom of the container?

Figure 4.7 – A small water container.
Figure CC-0 o.c.

4.2 Pressure measurement

A tube is connected to a pressurized vessel as shown in Vg. 4.8. The U-tube is Vlled with
water. What is the pressure pint. in the vessel?

Figure 4.8 – Working principle of a simple liquid tube manometer. The outlet is at atmospheric
pressure patm..

Figure CC-0 o.c.

What would be the height diUerence shown for the same internal pressure if mercury
(�mercury = 13 600 kgm

−3) was used instead of water? 77
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4.3 Straight water tank door

A water tank has a window on one of its straight walls, as shown in Vgure 4.9. The
window is 3m high, 4m wide, is positioned 0,4m above the bottom of the tank.

Figure 4.9 – An aquarium tank with a window installed on one of its walls
Figure CC-0 o.c.

4.3.1. What is the force applying on the window due to the pressure exerted by the
water?

4.3.2. At which height does this force apply?

4.4 Water canal access door

A water canal used in a laboratory is Vlled with stationary water (Vg. 4.10). An obser-
vation window is installed on one of the walls of the canal, to enable observation and
measurements. The window is hinged on its bottom face.
The hinge stands 1,5m below the water surface. The window has a length of 0,9m and
a width of 2m. The walls of the canal are inclined with an angle � = 60° relative to
horizontal.

Figure 4.10 – A door installed on the wall of a water canal. The water in the canal is perfectly
still.

Figure CC-0 o.c.

4.4.1. Represent graphically the pressure of the water and atmosphere on each side of
the window.

4.4.2. What is the moment exerted by the pressure of the water about the axis of the
window hinge?

4.4.3. If the same door was positioned at the same depth, but the angle � was decreased,
would the moment be modiVed? (brieWy justify your answer, e.g. in 30 words or
less)78
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4.5 Pressure force on a cylinder

An idealized Wow over a cylinder is depicted in Vgure 4.11. This is a very primitive
Wow solution, obtained using a model (the potential Wow model, which we mention in
chapter 11) which cannot account for viscous eUects or Wow separation. Nevertheless, it
provides a good Vrst “ideal Wow” situation to compute surface pressure forces in Wuid
Wows.

Figure 4.11 – Idealized Wow around a cylinder, as predicted by potential Wow theory.
Figure CC-by-sa by Commons User:Kraaiennest & o.c.

It is possible to express the pressure distribution ps on the surface of a cylinder standing
in a Wuid Wow with faraway velocity V∞ and pressure p∞ (see also problem 11.3 p.192).
The pressure distribution is expressed in cylindrical coordinates as:

ps = p∞ +
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�) (4/20)

We would like to quantify the horizontal force Fupstream exerted due to pressure on the
upstream half of the cylinder, and then the vertical force Ftop exterted due to pressure on
the top half of the cylinder. Those forces are displayed in Vgure 4.12.
(a couple of hints to help with the algebra: ∫ sin x dx = − cos x + k and ∫ sin

3
x dx =

1

3
cos

3
x − cos x + k).

We consider a cylinder of diameter 10 cm, spanning 50 cm across the Wow, in an atmo-
spheric air Wow coming in at 50 kmh

−1.

4.5.1. What is the magnitude of F⃗upstream?

4.5.2. What is the magnitude of F⃗top?
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Figure 4.12 – Left: horizontal force on the upstream half of the cylinder. Right: vertical (lift) force
on the top half of the cylinder.

CC-0 o.c.

4.6 Buoyancy of a barge

A barge of very simple geometry is moored in a water reservoir (Vg. 4.13).

Figure 4.13 – Basic layout of a barge Woating in water.
Figure CC-0 o.c.

4.6.1. Sketch the distribution of pressure on each of the immersed walls of the barge
(left and right sides, rear , bottom and slanted front).

4.6.2. What is the force resulting from pressure eUorts on each of these walls?

4.6.3. What is the weight of the barge?

4.7 Atmospheric pressure distribution
non-examinable

The integration we carried out in with equation 4/19 p.74 to model the pressure distribu-
tion in the atmosphere was based on the hypothesis that the temperature was uniform
and constant (T = Tcst.). In practice, this may not always be the case.

4.7.1. If the atmospheric temperature decreases with altitude at a constant rate (e.g.
of −7K km−1), how can the pressure distribution be expressed analytically?

A successful Wuid dynamics lecturer purchases an apartment at the top of the Burj
Khalifa tower (800m above the ground). Inside the tower, the temperature is controlled
everywhere at 18,5 ◦

C. Outside, the ground temperature is 30 ◦
C and it decreases linearly

with altitude (gradient: −7K km−1).

A door is opened at the bottom of the tower, so that at zero altitude the air pressure
(1 bar) is identical inside and outside of the tower.
For the purpose of the exercise, we pretend the tower is entirely hermetic (meaning air is
prevented from Wowing in or out of its windows).

4.7.2. What is the pressure diUerence between each side of the windows in the apart-
ment at the top of the tower?
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Answers

4.1 pA = patm. + 0,039 bar ≈ 1,039 bar.

4.2 1) pinside = patm. + 0,0157 bar ≈ 1,0157 bar; 2) Δz2 = 1,1765 cm.

4.3 1) Fnet = �gL (ZmaxLmax −
1

2
L
2

max) = 176,6 kN;
2)Mnet, bottom hinge = �gL (

1

2
ZmaxL

2

max −
1

3
L
3

max) = 176,6 kNm so the force exerts at R =
Mnet
Fnet

= 1m above the bottom hinge.

4.4 2) Mnet = 7,79 kNm; 3) observe the equation used to calcu-
late Mnet to answer this question. If needed, ask for help in class!

4.6 2) Frear = 0,2453MN, Fside = 2,1714MN, Fbottom = 13,734MN, Ffront = 0,3468MN;
3) Fbuoyancy = 13,979MN (1 425 t).

4.7 1) p2

p1

= (1 +
kz2

T1
)

g

kR .
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